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Abstract—This article presents the results of application of the 
computer simulation technology for intellectual support of 
spacecraft onboard equipment design. Methods and instruments 
allowing construction of informational and graphical models 
were developed describing architecture of onboard systems and 
configuration of switching connections. Knowledge base creation 
and application means allow to specify logics of the model 
functioning, carry out simulation experiments and analyze the 
results of modeling. The program complex “Program and 
mathematical model of a spacecraft command-measuring 
system’s onboard equipment” was developed to unite instruments 
of simulation modeling and intellectual support of onboard 
equipment design.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

System analysis and computer simulation technologies are 
an integral part of modern scientific-and-technical activity. 
European Space Agency standards specify system development 
as an interdisciplinary approach managing all the processes of 
transformation of technical requirements into system solutions. 
It is also the basis of space industry development [1]. This 
article describes application of system engineering and 
computer simulation for spacecraft command-measuring 
system’s onboard equipment construction support. Command-
measuring system is a complex technical object basing on high-
tech elements and software. Onboard systems’ experimental 
research meets economical and technological hardships due to 
complicity and variety of their functions and purposes [2]. In 
spite of the fact that computer simulation is a simple and clear 
form of complex technical objects’ analysis, it hasn’t been 
implemented properly in the space industry [3] due to high 
requirements to any applied technologies, complexity of usage 
of the existing program solutions, the necessity to have highly 
qualified and experienced staff. As a rule, the existing software 
is designed to optimize the structure, range and placement of 
equipment allowing to find the decision which meets the given 
requirements for mass-and-size parameters, physical 
characteristics and usage conditions [4]. Such approach is not 
enough to model the objects having their own functioning 
logics. Construction program support requires creation of 
modeling techniques in order to carry out simulation tests to 
research the work of equipment in different conditions. In this 
case, modeling helps to understand properties of the studied 
object due to general simplification or separating the model 

into simpler parts [5]. An obligatory requirement for 
development is a simple and clear software.  

The program complex “Program and mathematical model 
of spacecraft command-measuring system’s onboard 
equipment” was developed to complete the tasks of modeling. 
The complex contains instruments for graphic modeling of the 
equipment’s architecture and configuration, instruments for 
intellectual support of construction and simulation of modeling 
software.  

II. INFORMATION-AND-GRAPHIC MODEL CONSTRUCTION  

The command-measuring system is one of the central 
systems of a spacecraft. Its structure and functions are 
determined by its purpose. It is designed for command-and-
program control of onboard systems, for transmission of 
telemetric information to earth systems, for measurement of 
current orbit navigation parameters, etc. Informational 
interaction with a spacecraft is fulfilled with the help of two 
data types: telecommands and telemetry. Structure and methods 
of data transmission are regulated by the European Space 
Agency standards. Telecommands are transmitted from an 
Earth flight control complex to a spacecraft on the basis of 
ESAPSS-04-107 standard [6]. Telemetry is a data flow 
transmitted from a spacecraft to the Earth in accordance with 
the ESAPSS-04-106 standard [7]. 

Graphic modeling instruments allow to simply and clearly 
describe the hardware of a command-measuring system. Work 
with the software includes visual placement, model blocks’ 
configuration setting and setting of commutation interfaces, 
connections and parameters of the modelled equipment.  

To support the functions of information-and-graphic 
modeling there exists a base configuration of the main units – 
receiver, transmitter, interface module of the command-
measuring system, onboard digital computer complex, onboard 
control complex, remote signaling etc. The instruments allow 
to build arbitrary models using base elements, and also to set 
user structures. A simple example of information-and-graphic 
model is presented in fig. 1, where: OCS CU – onboard control 
complex, CCU – command-measuring system’s interface 
module, ODGS – onboard remote signaling equipment. Lines 
between the graphical elements show directions of information 
exchange during command transmission and telemetry.  
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